Imposes tariffs on imports to their highest level in Canadian history
Relief camps - thousands of transits traveled deep into the wilderness to build bridges, roads, cut trees and other such projects
“New Deal” - modelled after American president Roosevelt’s economic program. Government intervention regulating minimum wage, improve work conditions and insurance - referred to as “priming the pump”

- What is the common link??
  Bennet buggy - a car with engine removed so that car could be pulled by horses or oxen
  Bennet blankets - newspaper used to keep homeless warm
  Bennet coffee - roasted wheat brewed like coffee
  Benettsburgh - hobo jungles on the outskirts of cities for homeless

- Alternative Political Parties; Why the Liberals and Conservatives were not enough
  Communist Party of Canada
  Committed to overthrowing democratic government's capitalist system and the private ownership of wealth (Led by Tim Buck of Guelph, Ontario)
  Co-operative Commonwealth Federation
  Promised a policy of socialism, a system in which the means of production and distribution of wealth are owned, managed or controlled by government (Led by J. S. Woodsworth of Saskatchewan)
  Social Credit Party
  Demanded putting money back into the hands of the consumers who would spend it and regenerate the economy.
  Proposed giving $25 cheque to every Alberta family so they could buy necessities and help the economy grow (Led by William “Bible Bill” Aberhart of Alberta)
  Union Nationale
  a Quebec party determined to gain power back from large English companies who exploited French - Canadians (led by Maurice Duplessis of Quebec)